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Terminal

CSCview, a Java applet 
which runs in a web browser

Non-interactive access from the 
Unix command line using 

cURL, Wget, …

Command-line InterfaceCommand-line Interface (CLI): (CLI):

There are 2 interfaces available for accessing the catalog:There are 2 interfaces available for accessing the catalog:

 Graphical User Interface (GUI): 
   

unix% curl –form query='SELECT m.name, m.ra,      
 m.dec, m.flux_aper_b, FROM master_source m 
 WHERE dbo.cone_distance(m.ra, m.dec, 83.7733,      
 5.68464)<=10' http://cda/cscli/getProperties

 
    unix% wget O out.file                             
    'http://cda.cfa.harvard.edu/csccli/getProperties?  
    query=SELECT m.name, m.ra, m.dec, m.flux_aper_b    
    FROM master_source m WHERE                          
    dbo.cone_distance(m.ra,m.dec,83.77333,5.68464)<=10' 
 

 -

http://cda/cscli/getProperties
http://cda.cfa.harvard.edu/csccli/getProperties


  

Before searching CSC Release 1 for your favorite source(s), be 
sure to ask yourself the following questions:

  * Am I looking for * Am I looking for point and compact sourcespoint and compact sources no greater t no greater than ~30 arcsec in         han ~30 arcsec in         
  extent?  extent?

 * Am I looking for sources in Am I looking for sources in ACIS imaging observationsACIS imaging observations m made during the first     ade during the first     
   ~8 years of the Chandra mission?   ~8 years of the Chandra mission?

    

   

                      

If the answer to either question is “no,” 
stay tuned for future releases of the 

catalog...

CSC Release 1.0.*CSC Release 1.0.*:  :  point and compact sourcespoint and compact sources  
from from ACIS imaging observationsACIS imaging observations through through the  the 
first ~8 years of the Chandra mission. first ~8 years of the Chandra mission. (current)(current)

  
CSC Release 1.1:  CSC Release 1.1:  HRC and ACIS point HRC and ACIS point and and 
compactcompact sources (imaging) through the  sources (imaging) through the 
beginning of 2010 beginning of 2010 (coming soon)
                
  Future releases of the catalog will include         Future releases of the catalog will include         
  grating data and very extended sources.  grating data and very extended sources.

If the answer to both questions is “yes,” 
proceed on to CSCview!



  

To find CSCview, go to the CSC website:

http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/

and click the “CSCview” link found in the upper-left corner of 

most of the 50+ pages in the site.

http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/


  

CSCview opens 
on the Query page

The CSCview Getting 

Started guide pops up 

alongside the GUI to help 

you construct queries;  

separate help documents 

are available on the CSC 

website, linked to the Help 

menu: 

http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/gui/



  

The best way to begin your search of the catalog is to 
familiarize yourself with the four “tabs” of  CSCview: 

Catalog tab →   Query tab →     Results tab →  Products tab

Choose which “view” of 
the catalog to access,
a release view or the 
current database view 

Submit a query in 
the main pagemain page or the
ADQL entry ADQL entry 
page page 

Save the output 
table of source 
properties to a 
text file.
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Download source 
data files such as 
light curves, 
spectra, event 
files, images, 
background 
maps, ...
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CSCview Catalog tab

 (1) Choose “Release 1.0.1”  or “Current Database view.”

        Release view:    carefully reviewed, well-characterized, static version    
                                            of the CSC.

Current Database view:     dynamic but unstable version of the CSC; source 
   properties and data products can be superseded at 
   any time, and statistical properties of data are not  

           guaranteed.

(2) Click “Search”



  

CSCview Query tab → main view



  

Use these buttons 
instead of a mouse 

cursor to move source 
properties around.

Search by source position: 
Enter RA & Dec and search radius, 

or let the Name Resolver do it 
automatically.

Submit, clear, 
load, and save 

queries.

Search with a Standard Query by 
choosing one from the list and dragging 

it towards the right.

Build a custom query: 
Use the provided source properties 
to specify your desired results and 

optional search conditions.



  

CSCview 
Query tab

Alternate query page 

for ADQL 2.0 entries, 

accessible via the 

View    Query    Show Language 

menu item.

Enter a query in the 

main viewmain view  of the Query 

tab and see its ADQL 2.0 

translation in the 

alternate view.



  

Enter an ADQL 2.0 query here exactly 
as you would on the Unix command 
line with tools like cURL and Wget:

 unix% curl for m q uery=' ' 
'http://cda/cscli/getProperties'  
              

CSCview Query tab → ADQL view



  

CSCview Results tab 

After the query is submitted, the Results tab 
opens with the table of search results; each 
row represents a source, and each column a 
selected property characterizing the source.

Retrieve data files associated with
sources in the results table: highlight the 

appropriate rows in the table and the desired 
data products in the provided list, and click 

“Search”.

Save the table of 
search results to 
an RDB format 

text file.



  

CSCview Products tab 

Download a single tar file 
containing the selected 
data products, OR

Retrieve a download script 
containing a list of Wget 

commands – one for each data 
file – to be executed on the 

Unix command line for a batch 
download.

List of data products 
selected in the 

Results tab.



  

# Col 1: name (master_source.name)
# Col 2: ra (master_source.ra)
# Col 3: dec (master_source.dec)
# Col 4: err_ellipse_r0 (master_source.err_ellipse_r0)
# Col 5: conf_flag (master_source.conf_flag)
# Col 6: sat_src_flag (master_source.sat_src_flag)
# Col 7: flux_aper90_b (master_source.flux_aper90_b)
# Col 8: flux_aper90_lolim_b (master_source.flux_aper90_lolim_b)
# Col 9: flux_aper90_hilim_b (master_source.flux_aper90_hilim_b)
name ra dec err_ellipse_r0 conf_flag sat_src_flag flux_aper90_b         flux_aper90_lolim_b
flux_aper90_hilim_b
- - - - - - - - - -
CXO J000000.0-093415 00 00 00.00 -09 34 15.83 1.16 FALSE FALSE 3.201e-14 2.220e-14 4.408e-14  
CXO J000000.1+623123 00 00 00.11 +62 31 23.812.66 FALSE FALSE 5.294e-15 3.717e-15 6.864e-15   
CXO J000001.4+623148 00 00 01.41 +62 31 48.351.80 TRUE FALSE 9.605e-15 7.760e-15 1.147e-14   
CXO J000002.0-094649 00 00 02.08 -09 46 49.99 5.94 FALSE FALSE 8.962e-14 6.761e-14 1.114e-13   
CXO J000002.3-552443 00 00 02.35 -55 24 43.25 4.60 FALSE FALSE 9.562e-15 6.735e-15 1.239e-14   
CXO J000002.9+623155 00 00 02.91 +62 31 55.932.78 TRUE FALSE 1.290e-14 9.809e-15 1.601e-14   
CXO J000004.4-552604 00 00 04.49 -55 26 04.07 0.98 FALSE FALSE 3.456e-14 3.151e-14 3.765e-14   
CXO J000005.3+623029 00 00 05.36 +62 30 29.072.01 FALSE FALSE 5.874e-15 4.419e-15 7.321e-15   
CXO J000005.8+622138 00 00 05.80 +62 21 38.342.93 FALSE FALSE 8.392e-15 6.151e-15 1.063e-14   
CXO J000006.7+622621 00 00 06.71 +62 26 21.592.28 FALSE FALSE 2.529e-15 1.603e-15 3.448e-15   

A CSCview save file contains the 
table of search results returned in 
the Results tab. The save file format 
is an extension of RDB, consisting 
of tab-separated columns of data 
beneath a header commented by '#', 
with a single line of dashes between 
the column titles and column data 
values. 

The CSC Level 3 data products, downloaded through the CSCview Products tab, 
include the following files: 

Full-field: events | background | exposure map | sensitivity map | aspect histogram | bad pixel | field-of-view 

Source Region: events | pha | ARF | RMF | exposure map | PSF | light curve | region 

http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/data_products/usage/index.html#evt_table
http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/data_products/usage/index.html#bkg_table
http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/data_products/usage/index.html#exp_table
http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/data_products/usage/index.html#sens_table
http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/data_products/usage/index.html#ahst_table
http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/data_products/usage/index.html#bpix_table
http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/data_products/usage/index.html#fov_table
http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/data_products/usage/index.html#regevt_table
http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/data_products/usage/index.html#pha_table
http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/data_products/usage/index.html#arf_table
http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/data_products/usage/index.html#rmf_table
http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/data_products/usage/index.html#regexp_table
http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/data_products/usage/index.html#psf_table
http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/data_products/usage/index.html#lc_table
http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/data_products/usage/index.html#reg_table


  

● The source is included in the catalog, but your search criteria are too strict:

Have you set a flux or counts threshold unrealistically high? Have you used too small a cone search 
radius in a search on source position? Try relaxing or reducing the number of search conditions to see if 
this helps turn up your source.

● The source is not included in the catalog:

The source resides in a portion of an observation which is not included in CSC Release 1. In  other 
words, the source was observed by Chandra but the CCD on which it lies was excluded from the catalog, 
e.g., because it contained extended emission.

→ If you know the ObsID, check the list of “dropped chips” for CSC Release 1 on the CSC               
    website: http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/faq/dropped_chips.html

→ Search for your source in the CSC interface to Sky in Google Earth to visually inspect    
     Chandra observations for dropped chips (http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/googlecat/):

If a catalog query does not return the source you had hoped to find, consider the following:

Chandra Archive
field of view

CSC Release 1
field of view

dropped chip



  

The source is not included in the catalog (continued): 

Use the CSC Limiting Sensitivity 

Service to retrieve the Chandra 

limiting sensitivity in photons/s/cm2 

(0.5-7.0 keV) at a specified location 

on the sky (32”x32” resolution). The 

file upload option is especially useful 

if you have a long list of source 

positions to check. 

CSC Limiting 
Sensitivity Service

To retrieve Chandra sensitivity values at higher 

resolution, download the appropriate CSC Level 3 

sensitivity maps through CSCview. ACIS-I full-field 
sensitivity map

The source did not pass quality assurance tests and filters for inclusion in the catalog, e.g., the 
signal-to-noise was too low, or the source flux was fainter than the Chandra limiting sensitivity 
(learn more here: http://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/faq/src_inclusion.html).



  

Submit questions 
about the CSC to the

CXC Helpdesk
http://cxc.harvard.edu/helpdesk

Refer to the CSC website for high-level descriptions of 

each source property and data product included in the 

catalog, as well as step-by-step CSCview and data analysis 

tutorials, answers to FAQs, How & Why topics, catalog 

science requirements and specifications, and a thorough 

summary of the catalog statistical characterization. 

httphttp://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/://cxc.harvard.edu/csc/
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